“A refreshing new analysis, of drug use that reveals how com
mon misconceptions about illegal drugs are far too often not
based on empirical evidence. . . . Hart manages to add to the
voluminous drug-abuse genre a radically new approach that is
thought-provokmg and that will certainly stimulate contro
versial opinions, especially amon^ the<*drug-abuse treatment
profession. He succeeds in' pfesefitingf an interesting blend of
personal memoir *with a critical analysis of why drugs-and drug
users “are shunnedpthe role racial policies have played in this
perception, and how these misperceptions have resulted in cur
rent drvtg’-fighting approaches'her.vie'v^s,as counterprcydilctiVe.
f'Hart <s personal life experietfce adds credibility to this impor
tant tvork on substance abus^that is'essential for all “university
libraries supporting treatment curriculum and treatment pro
fessionals.”*
—Library Journal (starred review)

HIGH PRIpE
A Neuroscientist’s Journey of Seif-Discovery
That Challenges Everything You Know
About Drugs and Society*

“Combining memoir, populat science, and public policy. Hart’s
study lambasts current drug laws as> draconian'and repressive,
arguing that they’re based more on assumptions about race
land class than on a'real understanding of the physiological and
societal effects of drugs.... His is a«provocative clarion call for
students of sociology and polity-makers alike.”
'
—Publishers Weekly

Dr, Carl Hart

“Perhaps nowhere has a voice been* more resonant in a single
place than in Dr. Carl Hart’s profoundly impacting new mem
oir, High Price. ... In -a deeply personal 'tone. Dr. Hart (the
first black'man to achieve" tenure in the sciences at Columbia
University) describes what one might call an idiosyncratic path
into academe.”
—Ehony.com
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CHAPTER 2

Before and After
They fuck you’up, your mum and dad.
They may not mean to, but they do.
"they fill you with the faults they had
And add some extra, just for yoU.
-PHILIP LARKIN

heit my mother returned from the hospital after the
fight with my father, she seemed to recover rapidly. We
saw her bandages and knew not to say anything. We
hoped that was the end of it. But although the hammer fight was
not their last one, my parents- would separate and divorce not
long afterward. Oddly, however, even when I tfiought that my
mother had been .murdered by my fathefi before she came back
from the hospital, I don’t remember'missing her or worrying
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about her.
Maybe I’ve just blocked it out because it* was too -painful;
maybe it just came out in other ways. For example, in my family
after my parents’ split, we gradually stopped calling her “Mom”
or “mama.” In my teens, we started calling her “MH,” an appel
lation I’d given her after noting the-way George Jetson of'cartoon fame referred to his boss by using his initials.
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Looking back, I think this was a sort of distancing, a wish to
deny her the affectionate names others used for their mothers.
Because in many ways, for much of my childhood, despite her
best efforts, she just wasn’t there. After my parents broke up, my
mother spent two and a half years in New York, away from all of
her children. I now know that she left in search of higher-paying
employment so that she could give us a better life. But back then,
all I saw was that we were scattered among various raatives.
I’m sure I must have been upset that she was gone but it wasn’t
something I verbalized. We never knew when she was going away
and when she would come back. My sisters now say they felt like
orphans. I realize that I did,,too. But we didn’t share our feel
ings with each other then. I think I resented my mother for years
because I couldn’t admit, even to myself, how hurt I’d been.
Already by age six, I had learned to hide my feelings as well
as any vulnerability or need. I thought then that this was the only
way to protect myself from further hurt, the only way I could
properly be the man of the house. I’d begun compartmentalizing.
That would turn out to be a critical skill for my emotional survivaL.To make it work, I wouldn’t even show most of my feelings
to myself. I’m still struggling with the detrimental “side effects”
of this?response to my childhood in my relationships today.
I sometimes catch myself'thinking that I have revealed, too
much personal information 'to someone T care about and start
worrying about how.it can be used against me at a later date.
Often I recognize that my fears are ungrounded, but welllearned behaviors are difficult to change, whether they involve
drug use.or any other sort of emotional coping tool.
And when I look now at six-year-olds, I can’t help seeing
how young and vulnerable children are at that age. I realize now
that I must have been quietly devastated—but I thought then
that I had to be harcT. It was the only way I knew how to cope.
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In contrast, when I reached that age I had only one child that
I knew about and was on the verge of receiving my PhD: I had
Resources at»my disposal that they couldn’t even dream of. It
would be easy to* say that my parents made'poor choices; the
reality is that it is impossible to understand their experience and
my early life without fully appreciating its context:
And so, putting ^side any thoughts' of missing my mom, I
focused on wanting to be with my father when my parents first
split. As a boy, my behavior was continually shaped by tny family’s notion of masculinity,'virtually from birth. For example,
when Lhelped my father'mow the lawn or fix the car. I’d get ^

/

patted on the head or be given other types of encouragement.
In behavioral psychology, this process is calledl^jinforcement. \

MH and Carl at a family reunion
in the summer of 1978, about six
years after they divorced.

However, I don’t want to blame or judge my parents: they
faced severe challenges that I managed to avoid in my own early
adulthood. Before either of them had reached the age of twentynine, my parents had had eight children. They’d scraped and
saved and had bought a nice home together. Their parenting
skills were limited by their upbringing and their education. My
father, for example, had lost his dad to cancer by the time he was
seventeen and had had only limited male guidance throughout
his youth. Despite this, both of my parents were extremely hard
working and did what they thought was bfest for us. For years,
my mom worked the graveyard Shift as a nilrse’s aide, doing as
much as she could to support her kids. Unfortunately, the jobs
for which she was considered didn’t typic'ally pay a living wage.

The more immediate the reward or reinforcement' following the
behavior, the more robust and frequent that behavior becomes in
similar situations. And so I quickly learned that emulating my
father was what I should do.
In contrast, I was encouraged to plav with mv sisters when
I was very young, but this behavior was no longer reinforced as
I got older. It. wasn’t seen as an appropriately masculine activ
ity for a growing boy. I gradually stopped doing it because this
behavior wasn’t rewarded. This process is known as extinction,
Behavior that was once reinforced but no longer .produces praise
or reward will eventually be discontinued and that’s what hap
pened to my engagement in my sisters’ activities.
Similarly, while my sisters would be comforted and soothed
by adults if .they cried or expressed sadness as'young children,
my brothers and I were quickly shown by example or experi
ence that displaying such vulnerability was not appropriate male
* For simplicity’s sake, I use the terms reward, reinforcer, and reinforcement interchangeably
throughout the book. To the purist, as a psychologist, I recognizd the subtle different meanings of
the terms but choose to use them interchangeably in an effort to enhance the readability of the text
without misrepresenting the idea being expressed.

.
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behavior. If my sisters were emotionally expressive, that behavior
was reinforced. But the boys in my family were actually punished
' for engaging in such behavior, which decreased the likelihood of
us crying in similar situations. Like reinforcement, punishment
that has a high probability of occurring immediately after the
behavior is more effective. Punishment, of course, is the .use of
aversive experiences—like reprimands, spanking, or other ways
of inflicting pain—to decrease behavior.
,
I didn’t know it then but I was being conditioned by-the
consequences of my behavior. Through the work of B. F. Skin
ner and others, I would later learn how those subtle and notso-subtle reinforcements and punishments profoundly influence
our actions. At the time, though, I just knew that what I had to
do, what I wanted to do, was become a man. And the best way
to do that was to watch and copy my namesake, Carl. I wanted,
to spend as much time with my father as I could, to get those
rewards and avoid being punished, to try to become who I was
meant to be. He treated me like I was the center of his world. He
taught me how to mow a lawn, how to wash and repair a car, and
_when I wanted the much-coveted Daisy BB gun, he bought it.
With a child’s unconditional love, I didn’t see,Any contradictions
in idolizing the man who hit my mother and drove her away.
Also, I didn’t like some of the alternatives that faced me if
my parents split up and I could riot stay with my father. My aunt
Louise—whom we called Weezy—could not have been happy
being saddled with 'one or more of her sister’s children. When
we did stay there—and I would ultimately do so for weeks at
a time sporadically throughout my childhood—we felt like she
would sometimes take her frustration out on us. For example,
her children received preferential treatment. If there was a fight
or dispute with our cousins, we rarely got the benefit of the
doubt. My sister Joyce described feeling like Cinderella when
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she lived there, with a wicked stepmother and treacherous step
sisters. Even though* some of the ways that Weezy treated us.were
undoubtedly driven by lack of "money and being overwhelmed,
that isft’t something that children ean, understand. All we saw
was that we were not warited.
*
Then there was my maternal grandmother’s place. At any
given time, at least six grandchildren were staying in/Grandmama’s Hollywood, Florida, residence, sleeping on thick blankets
on the floor. My mom wasn’t the only one of her three full sisters
to rely on heranother, for long-term child care-^but she certainly
did it frequently. I’ve already mentioned that my oldest sister,
Jackie, lived wish my grandmother. My brother Gary;* who was
only seventeen months younger than me, also had a permanent
home there. He was sent off.to Grandmama’s even before.my par
ents divorced. Though I was used to sharing my space with a halfdozen or more kids, her house didn’t feel like home to me; I didn’t
feel welcomed. In fact, I was far from her favorite grandchild.
Instead, I exp’efienced some distinct hostility from my
maternal grandmother. She was a tough countrywoman who
had been raised on a farm in Eutawville, South Carolina. My
mother grew up there, too, deep in one of the most rural areas
of the South. My grandmother and grandfather had packed
up their family and moved to Florida in 1957, just before my
mom turned seventeen. Thatwas five years after Willie-Lee, my
mother’s then-fifteen-year-old-brother, was kicked to death by
a mule. My grandmrither just couldn’t take farm life anymore.
Still, she’d spent virtually all of her life before that working'the
fields and facing the prejudice from both whites and blacks that
comes'from'Jiaving dark skin, blackened, even further by work
in the sun. A big woman,® five foot eleven and he^ivy, she kept har
long, graying hair in two braids..Her natural skin tone was the
same deep brown as mine."”
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While.GrariHmama always made sure we had a pldce to stay,
some of my most vivid memories center on her telling nie that I
was just like my father. Like him, she said, I was ill-mannered,
stubborn, selfish, and rude. Like him, she repeated. I’d never
amount to anything. Looking back, it’s hardly surprising that a
mother would see the man who beat her daughter and ultimately
abandoned her with eight young* children as a bad guy. J couldn’t
see that, though, as a child. I just felt her rejection of me. Much
as I tried to deny it, it hurt.
r~
And what Lalso sensed-was that Grandmama^like most
I of white .America and, sadly, some .blabks—Seemed to link my
/ father’s bad behavior with’his blackness. Someone as dark as him
could never have beep good enough* for her daughter, she felt,
even though her own skin was dark. Her Mary could do better'.
Since my skin was black like my father’s, ‘that literally colored
L<our. relationship.
Much has been written about how racism,often makes its
victims into perpetrators, how it is impossible to live in a world
that hates people with your skin tone and not .have this seep
into your own dealings with black and white. When I later read
Nietzsche’s line that “whoever fights monsters should see to
it that in the process he does not become a monster,” I knew
exactly what he meant. Battling twisted prejudices can twist
and distort you, often without your awareness of it. Through
out my early childhood, I saw over and over how my grand
mother favored the lighter-skinned children: praising them,
while punishing or ignoring the dark ones. The conditioning
was insidious.
It’s not clear to me that she was conscious of this behavior,
but it surely reflected the way she'had been treated. We were all
molded by these attitudes and behaviors before we could even
name them. As I’m sure is true for my grandmother as well, I
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can’t even describe my own earliest experiences of racism—it
was so pervasive that it’s like trying to recall how you learned to
speak. You know there was a time before you had language, but
it’s impossible to remember or to delineate particular incidents
or to know what it-was like to not know.
Nonetheless, when I sat down with my sister Beverly to
research this bqok, -she showed me just how deep it went.- In
my'family, Beverly and I have the darkest skin—anp there was
nothing subtle about the way the darker children were treated in
my grandmother’s home. They called us “blackie” or “darkie.”
Sometimes Beverly was “teased” that way even at home. I would
always shrug it off but the tears in Beverly’s eyes as she recalled
those words' made me realize how much it had hurt everyone.
Our behavior is shaped over time by sequences and patterns of
reinforcers and punishers, often without much conscious aware
ness on our part of how we are being affected. Even racist behav
ior is learned this way.
For most of my early childhood, however, I myself had little
direct experience with white people, since I was growing up in!
a black neighborhood'that they rarely visited. But I did see how |
the children of the . people my mom worked for casually called
her by her first name-*;a way we would never be so rude as to
address an adult with whom we had not negotiated such inti
macy. And I also sawihow my parents and other adults in thel
neighborhood responded to their power and how cautious and
cowed they could be in its presence.
One of'my worst memories is seeing my mother break down
and cry when confronted by an unsympathetic white bureaucrat
about our food stamp allowance, when I was nine or ten. We
clearly needed the assistance: I could see how bare the cabinets
and fridge were. Yet this woman acted as though my mother were
trying to steal money from' her personally. At home, MH was
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tough. She often stood up to my father, who was much bigger and
stronger. She never showed much emotion beyond anger about it.
But this unyielding bureaucrat’s power and petty condescension
and my mother’s powerlessness in the face ofit just broke her.
Indeed, although I donk remember feeling sad about my
mother’s absence. I’m sure I missed her and was angry that she
wasn’t around. I was frightened by my parents’ fighting, felt
powerless over the way I was treated, and was^enraged by things
like the biases I saw in the world and at my grandmother’s house.
“In my family, one of the few feelings it was okay for males to
express was anger—and to do that properly, you ne'ededito have
power or else you. would be crushed. When I was little, I got
crushed a lot: by my mother, aunts, sisters, and cousins. So that
^was a lesson I learned early as well.
Although I had carefree and childish fun, too, much of my
childhood was spent securing status and power in any way I
could. If it didn’t give you clout or influence, if it didn’t make you
cool or make you laugh, I wasn’t interested. That focus shaped
my youth in many complicated and often conflicting ways. As
I look back, it’s painful because this struggle for respect ulti
mately marred or even took the lives of many of my peers. I
know now that childhood shouldn’t be dominated by a preoccu
pation with/Status. But to some eS:tent, mine was. This obsession
was another key survival strategy that molded me.
So did the stark contrast in my world before and after my
parents split. When they were together, the fighting was terri
fying, but we lived in a nice neighborhood of young workingclass families. It now reminds me of the idealized suburb, of
TV’s The Wonder Years, only with black people. The homes
were neat, with manicured lawns and, flat one-story houses of
the psychedelic-faded-to-pastel colors people,seem to favor near
beaches: Ours was a particularly lurid aqua.
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The smell of freshly cut grass brings me back there even
now, my dad taking pride in our yard with fruit trees—lemons,
limes, oranges, Chinese plums, some belonging to us, others in
the neighbors’ yards'—out back. Our lawn and yard were always
extremely well kept, though the chaos of a family with so many
young children meant that toys would sometimes be scattered
about. My father was especially fond^of our lime tree, which
grew fruits so large, they looked more like green oranges; He
loved to show off those huge limes. Fresh citrus fruits like that
remind me of that time before it all changed.
Before the divorce, Christmases and birthdays-brought the
BigWlie^TandR^ ’Em Sock ’Em Robots that we boys cov
eted; after the divorce, you knew not even to ask for those kinds
of presents. Before, our neighbors were mostly intact families,
people with decent jobs, adults who believed in the American'
dream " (at least the black version) and had children with simi
lar aspirations. Our neighborhood was relatively safe. We had
the occasional break-ins and robberies but no gunfire. Its values
were those of the mainstream, that broad swath of mainly white
middle-class America that social scientists and politicians use as
a measuring stick and try to evoke as a cultural touchstone.
Tr,ue, one of my uncles had been shot .to death while sitting
on the toilet in the bathroom of a club, an innocent bystander
who was in the wrong place at the wrong time. But that was
unusual and it happened far away from our home. That kind of
violence*didn’t haunt our neighborhood. While we didn’t live in
the Miami of postcard-perfect beaches and Art Deco hotels, our
block was clean and tidy. It was occupied by hardworking strivers‘, the type who sought above all to be respectable.
Afterward, however,^ although my mom kept us out-of the
actual projects until 1980 when I was in high school, we moved
about once a year and.often lived in neighborhoods that were
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dominated by entrenched poverty and the knot of problems
associated with it.
Of course, before, there were also those fights and the fear
and the running to the neighbors to call the police. Before, the
chaos for us was mainly in our home; after, it was everywhere.
And no'one bothered to explain it all to* us. There was no sit
ting the children down and telling us, “Mommy and Daddy still
love you but we can’t live together.” My parents weren’t much on
explanations in general. They lived in a world where you learned
by example, not by explanation. You were told what to do, not
why, and that was it. You figured it out or you looked like a fool.
There wasn’t tinie for childish questions or wondering.
Consequently, when I learned later, about" research compar
ing the spare verbal landscape of American childhood poverty,
to the richer linguistic precincts of the middle class, it really
resonated with me. The classic studynby Todd Risley and Betty

ment. Verbal interactions were mainly pleasant, enjoyable, or
neutral. In the working-class homes, there were also more “attaboys” than prohibitions, though the ratio was smdller. But in the
families on welfare, children heard two “noes” or'“dpn’ts” for
every positive expression. Their verbal experience ■overalb.was’
much more punitive.
During my earliest childhood, my family dick not receive
what was then called Aid to Families with Depdnd^ent Children
(or welfare as we knew it before President Clinton;. But we did
do so after the divorce. Moreover, my mother had dropped out of
high school in ninth grade. And so her educational background
made our home more similar to the welfare group linguistically.
MH’s relatives—her mother and sisters Dot, Eva, and Louise,
who als6 helped raise us—shared the same disrupted and scanty
education. After the divorce, when she feturned to Florida, my
mother'was oyerwhelrhed, with so many children to support.
She worked long Jiours, and so just having the time to do more

Hart compared the number of words heard by children of pro^
*^sional, working-class', and welfare families, focusing specifi
cally on the way parents talked to their kids.
It was painstaking research: the researchers followed babies
^ in forty-two families from age seven months to three years.'The
I
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families were drawn from three socioeconomic classes: middleclass professionals, working-class people, and people on welfare.
The researchers spent at least thirty-*six hours with each family,
recording their speech and observing parent-'children interactions.' They counted the number of words spoken t6 the child
and.described the content of the conversations.
The researchers found that families headed by professionals—
whether black or white—spent more time encouraging their "chil
dren, explaining the world to them, and listening to and respond
ing specifically to their questions. For every discouraging word
or “No! ” there were about five words of praise or encourage-
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than discipline us if we got out of hand was" almost impossible.
My father also faded out of my life as I grew toward adolescence
and beyond.
’Hence, unlike those growing up in more privileged families,
we were brushed back more than we were praised. That may
have ultimately helped me to thrive in the critical, skeptical
world of science—but at first, it probably didn’t do much for my .
linguistic development.
^
Even more stunning was the differente. Hart and Risley^
found in thetbtal itumber of unique words directed at the poor
est children. On average, the professionals’ children heard 2.153
different words each'hour -spoken to them, while the cTiildren
of welfare* parenfs heard only 616. Before they’d even spent a
second in a.‘classroom, the nhildren of professionals had heard
30 million mdfe words than.-the children on welfare and had
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many times more p<^itive verbal interactions with,adults. Several other studies confirm these findihgs in-terms of the impact
of parental education, style of communication with children,
and vocabulary on early language learning and readiness for
' "^school.? Less conspicuous factors like children’s exposure to
a broad or limited vocabulary and to varying amourits of lin
guistic encouragement and discouragement can do far more
rhan obvious scapegoats" like drugs to' influence their futures.
There is little doubt that I was affected early,on by my moth
er’s lack ofjformal edufcation and the limited vocabulary that was
used in my home and by. most of the people around me. They
couldn’t teach tne what .they.didn’t know. Nonetheless, I did
learn many critical skills from them,,among them the ability to
listen, to patiently observe, and to be aware of myself. I learned
■to read other people, to pay attention to body language, tone
of voice—alLtyp'es of nonverbal cues. Data from recent studies
working-clisjbackgro.und§Jike mijis..
&e gre_ater^pjthy: l;bejLa£gJfe)lh ’bettCL^jjkjftjaia^QJthgL
peo£kl£Bl2agns and m^^^
to respoMkindly,.tgjya£m.^
As we’ll see throughout this book, what look like disadvan
tages from one perspective may be advantages 'from another—
and ways of knowing and respohding may be advantageous and
adaptive ih.one environment.-and‘disadvantageous.and disrup
tive in another. Much of my life has been spent trying to negoti
ate the different reactions and requirements of the world I came
from and the one I live in now. 0;ver time, I had to become flu
ent in several different languages, including the often-nonverbal
vernacular of my home and the street, mainstream English', and
the highly technical language of neuroscience.
»
It wasn’t long, however, before I--begari to appreciate what
mainstream language could do foT.me. My awareness of what I
was missing rose gradually,drom an initial sense.that the teachers
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were almost speaking adoreign tongue when L^tarted school to
a flickering awakening to the possibilities that a greater vocabu
lary and education more "generally might offer over time. One
incident stands out in my mind. Though most of my primary
and secondary educational experiences were dismal, one seventhgrade .teacher took an interest in me. She was about twenty-five,
with long straight hair, caramel-colored skin, and full lips—one
"of the few black teachers at Henry D. Perry Middle 5^chool and a
woman who could get any twelve-year-old boy’s attention.
New to teaching, she was on a mission to inspire the black
students, to get us to see th^ importance of academic achiever
ment. Some of the other black teachers tried to protect us by
toughening us up and lowering our expectations to reduce what
they saw as inevitable future disappointment, but she saw it dif
ferently. She taught me the-word sarcastic, and I remember practicing'spelling it and using it at home.
Bfefore that, the only way I’d been able to express the idea
of sarcasm was in phrases like “yo’^ trying to he funny?” ^>ut
here wds one word that captured a complex, specific idea. Rap
music would soon add cool new words like copacetic to my life.
But’it wasn’t until I joined the air force and be'^an takingxollege
courses that I fully recognized the power of language.
In my neighborhood, I think our conversations were
restricted mainly by our limited vocabulary and inability to
pronounce certain words. I remember being embarrassed when
I learned from a white high school classmate that the correct
pronunciation for the .word whore was not “ho.” Also, I, as
well as* most of my family, had great difficulties pronouncing
words beginning with str. For example, I would pronounce the
word straight as “scrate.”
As a result, verbal exchanges in my neighborhood were min
imized. Sofneone might not even, reply to a greeting or ques-
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tion, simply looking up and nodding respect with a hint of eye
contact or signaling negation with a small, almost imperceptible
turn of the head.-;These signals were all much more subtle than
the language. They weren’t appreciated onoften even recognized
at all by mainstream America.
Consequently, my'confidence rose when L began to work to
expand my vocabulary: I could take charge when I knew more
mainstream apt and appdsite words. I soon recognized the sheer
power that precise language could give me. It was liberati^
even exhilarating at times. But as a child, of course, I didn’t

if they felt anything was unclear or if they were.simply curious.
Discipline did not involve corporal punishment and was almost
exclusively conducted through verbal exchanges: the main idea
was to-^ach moral reasoning,’riot jusLpJbjsdknceIn fact, children were encouraged to see themselves as worthy
of having an opinion in adult conversations and to interact with
authorities as though they deserved to be respected a^ equals (or
at least, future equals). They were urged to express|their, opin
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ions and argue their positions even in disciplinary matters—and
these were arguments that they might, by making a particularly
strong case, actually win. But their daily life was also highly
scheduled and exhausting, at the cost of time spent with relatives

know what I wasn’t being exposed to.
I did learn early on to observe and pay attention before I
spoke. Growing up, the worst thing of all was to look foolish or
uncool: it was best to stay quiet unless you were absolutely sure
you were right. Being'strong and silent meant that you nevellooked stupid. Even if I didn’t care much then about being seen
as smart, by teachefs, I certainly cared about not looking dumb,
especially in front of friends. Always, I had to be cool.
Another study also captures some key differences between

or friends.
i
Life in working-class families like .mine was very different^
Lareau called their parefiting style ‘hhe accomplishmeatofaiat]!jal_,yrowth.” .and it was based off different assumptions about
children.~The idea was not to “perfect.” child££ajnd.en.sm:£.ith4t
their talents were discovered and honed'. Rather, chiMren wereseen as naturally growing into what they would become, withr

my family of origin and my current family. Sociologist Annette
Lareau and her team spent two years studying twelve families,
comparing jniddle-class blacks and whites to poor people of
both races. Families were visited twenty times, in a month for
three hours per visit. The researchers found that middle-class
....... .
parents—.again, both black and white-r-focused intensely on
their childreni
In a parenting style that Lareau labeled “concerted cultiva
tion,” these families built and scheduled their lives around activ
ities aimed at “enriching” jhe children’s experience—organized
sports, music lessons, extracurricular activities linked to school,
and so on. Parents constantly spoke to theirxhildren and paid
attention to their responses, encouraging them to ask questions

out a constant need for adult direction.
Consequently, children were not the main fodus of adult
attention. As in my family, children were expected to learn
by watchiiig and doing; verbal explanation was not especially
importantiOne of MH’s favorite admonishments was “Get out
of grown folks’ business! ” She didn’t see herself as,a guide intro
ducing us* to that world; it was a separate sphere we would fig
ure out how to enter soon enough So, wen we got attention, it
was usuallv'for.doing something wrong. Then, physical punishments were often meted out. >
The use of corporal punishment during my childhood began
after the divorce. At that time, we were disciplined harshly and
with littlexhance for appeal or excuses—that was “back talk” or
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being “liardheaded,” not moral reasoning. And it could make
it all worse if you tried it while you were on the receiving end
of a beating. We got whipped with belts, tree branches, and the
cord on the iron. This was a common occurrence until I was
about fourteen and started -threatening to hit my mother back.
But long before that point, it was made clear that in our world,
obedience was what mattered'and was valued.
Children where I 'grew up and in Lareau’s working-class
sample spent most of their time outside of school in unstruc
tured activity, usually playing with cousins and siblings out
doors. Older children were expected to care for younger ones.
And.adults and other authorities were seen as sources'of power,
to be respected and feared, not confronted. If we were going to
disobey, we learned-rapidly to cover our. tracks.
Both of these parenting styles have their advantages, Lareau
found (although I.should note that she did not .look at families
that used corporal punishment as severe as in my family after
my parents split).'The middle-class way was not, as some might
expect, superior all ai^nd. The working-class children were
often happier and better behaved. They were much closer to
th^ir extended families and were-full of energy. They'mostly did
as they were told. They knew how to entertain themselves and
^were rarely bored. They were more adepnaLrelationships.
i
The middle-class youth, however, were much rfiore prepared
for school and far better situated ho deal with adult authori
ties.^They could sneak up for thems£lKes,and use well-crafted
arguments to come to conclusions more skillfullv. This elabo
rated way of thinking also helped them better make plans that
required multiple steps. Essentially, they were rhore 'prepared
for successin the American mainstream than the working-class
•'Children werg«. And this was tjyie regardless of whether they
----
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were black or white. Through this .parenting style, middle^
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class children were being trained to lead, whether intentionally
or not.
Meanwhile, .the poor and working class were being trained
for life on the bottom. Middle-class children were constantly
being taught explicitly to adyocate for themselves with authori
ties, while .the lower classes were taught to submit without
question. Or., if they were going to'resist, the poor learned by
experience to do so coyertly. not openly.
Indeed, covert resistance permeated my early life so thor
oughly that it was as natural as breathing. .Even today, I feel
uneasy and disconnected when I have to do something like pay
an outrageously overpriced bill for cable TV or parking. Part of
me still thinks that paying full price is for those who don’t have
a friend who can cut them a special deal. It has taken me several
•years to begrudgingly accept the fact that I am indeed out of
touch with the part of life that was once defined by getting the
inside deals.
»
The idea behind the “accomplishment of natural growth”
strategy clarifies a great deal for me about how my family saw
its children and*what my mother thought her role should be.
While MH was obviously troubled and stressed by the over
whelming task before her, she saw her job as mainly keeping us
safe, fed, clqthed, housed, and out of trouble. Beyond that, she
would teach the discipline of hard work and forcefully, often
intrusively impose morals and manners. Life was hard aTid she
tlidn’t think it;would make it any easier for us children if she
coddled us.
Above all, she wanted us to be scrupulously clean, polite, and
well-behaved. That,would make us respectable—we.’d be even
better than the ill-mannered white children we often saw when
she worked as* a house cleaner—no matter how much or how
^.httje we had.
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>
Bu^as a child, I was infuriated by "this emphasis on man. ners, appearances, alid respect for adults. I didn’t understand
Iwhy adults-were supposed to be automatically ac&gd.dj:espect,
while children could be arbitrarily dismissed and belittled. It
^.didn’t seem-fair that a child couldn’t speak up and be heard if
something was wrong, while any pronouncement or action tff
an adult, no matrer how cruel' or foolish, had to be accepted
unquestioningly. I didn’t understand the way the desire for
respectability and some semblance of power and control amid
poverty shaped the behavior of adults.
.Moreover, the emphasis on obedience until you’d reached
adulthood didn’t always enhance parenting skills. At least for
some members of my family, becomirrg an adult just seemed to
mean a shift from having to take often-irrational orders to being
able to give them. While my own kids challenge me far more
than” I did my parents, I value that because I know damn well
that adults aren’t always right. Of course, I also want them to
question and* interrogate the world, not to take things on faith
without thinking.
And so, while there are many ways in which my parents were
certainly”neglectful, there are others in which our upbringing pro
vided significant advantages: Forgone, I learned to be independent
and to take care of myself very early in life..Second, I learned to
take responsibility—both for myself and for my-younger bfother,
whom I often essentially patented. Finally, my close ties to my
cousins and siblings were another important result, though this
was another influence that would have both positive and negative
effects on my^ability to enter the mainstreat^.
Nonetheless, in my earliest childhood; there was no pleasure
I could see in many of the mainstream words—and mo power
or clout ass'ociated with-doing well, in school. The drive for sta
tus was part of what put me at great risk in my neighborhood.

while simultaneously playing an even larger role in helping me
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to escape it.

y mom liked to listen to Al Green on Sunday mornings,
his rapturous voice with its sacred yet really erotically
charged falsetto high notes filling the house, the record spinning
at 33 rpm on our giant console. With bright gospel harmonies
and swirling organ lines, mellow songs of love and heartbreak
like “Love and Happiness” and “Let’s Stay Together” flooded
the house: “ ... we oughta stay together. Loving you whether,
whether times are good or bad, happy or sad . . .” It was our
music, the kind that didn’t get played on FM' radio, so it was
especially esteemed and comforting.
One Sunday when I was seven, however. Mom picked up
an extension phone and heard my father talking to a woman
who, it soon became clear, was his lover. Most of their fights had
to do with real or imagined infidelity. It was a volatile, unsta
ble relationship. And so, driven by rage, MH went coldly and
deliberately into the kitchen. She turned pn the stove and began
boiling a pot full of maple syrup and water. Revenge would be
served hot.
..'Soon mylfather |ot off the phone. He was lying in bed, wearing,-only underwear. Without saying a word, my mother walked
into the bedroom apd threw the sticky mixture atf him, hoping
the boiling syrup would cling to his skin. Her anger had taken
over. Fortunately, most of the sweet-smelling but dangerous goo
missed him. My father did get somewhat burned on one leg, but
the vast majority of the sticky mess wound up on the walls or the
floor. But-now he was -enraged.
Terrifiedjmy momjan out of the house—my da"d chasing her,
still wearing only his; Fruit of the Loom underpants. Typically

M
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MH in New York shortly after
she and Carl separated
in 1972.

when ray parents fought there was a predictable escalation frbhi
raised voices to violence: This'time there was nd preface. I just
kept clear.
And fortunately for my mother, m*y father did not .mafiage
to catch her. It had been raining heavily, one of those intetise
subtropical downpours, slicking everything"outside. Hot in pur
suit, my father slipped «n the xoncrete' or wet grass, giving her
precious seconds'to make her getaway. To this day, my sisters
believe he would have killed her if he’d caught her. But she had,
for once, planned ahead. MH had called her cousin Bob and
asked him to pick her up. He was outside waiting in his car. She
jumped in. They sped away before my father could catch' her.
Recovering himself, my father m'ade my sisters clean the syrup
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off the walls and floor. But that incident did definitively end my
parents’ marriage.
Everyone went in separate directions at first. My siblings and
I were split up living with various grandmothers and aunts. MH
went to New York. My father stayed in our house, and’ after I’d
spent just one night with Grandmama, he brought me there to
live with him.
/
I was so glad to be going home. He didn’t take any of my
sisters pr my little brother, just me, his namesake, who was born
on his own birthday. That felt right. I was his first son. I was the
oldest boy. I was going to have to be the man of the house soon
enough. And I wasn’t scared of him; I never felt like the violence
between him and my mother had anything to do with me.
Carl never hit me: when he disciplined me, it was with a stern
lecture or by grounding. My mother and aunts were the ones who
got physical with us children. Also, atthe time, I saw both of,my
parents participating equally in their fights. Like any-other boy,
I admired my father and worshipped him with that blind, child
ish love that admits no flaws or contradictions. Where I grew
up, though, unpredictable events often led to,major lifexhanges.
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